Overview of our block products

We also produce a range of lightweight and
dense coursing bricks, concrete common
bricks, slip blocks and split coursing blocks for
block and beam flooring applications.
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Airtec Blocks

Standard Texture

Premier Insulite

Fairtex Dense

Airtec aerated blocks have a plain-faced,
smooth, cellular texture which is a suitable
background for accepting renders and
plasters. In common with all aerated
concrete in the UK, the surfaces of the
blocks may contain a random amount of
larger cells due to an unavoidable consequence of the manufacturing
process. These large cells are perfectly normal and are not a defect
and do not detract from performance in any way. Although the blocks
can be painted, we cannot guarantee that the surfaces will not contain
some of these larger cells and we therefore do not recommend using
Airtec for paint-grade or fair-faced applications.

Ultralite, Insulite and Dense Concrete
Standard texture finish is intended for use
in background applications. Their
relatively open texture provides the
perfect substrate for application of renders
and plasters. Standard texture blocks are
not intended for fair-faced facing or paint-grade applications and due
to the use of locally sourced raw materials, their texture and colour
will vary between manufacturing locations.

Premier is a closer textured Insulite medium
density lightweight aggregate block whose
smoother surface offers an excellent paintgrade finish. Due to the use of reclaimed and
recycled raw materials in these blocks, the
precise texture and shade of blocks may vary
from batch to batch and also between manufacturing locations. For this
reason, Premier Insulite blocks are the perfect paint-grade block but are
not intended for use in unfinished decorative fair-faced applications where
consistency of colour and texture is critical. For unfinished, internal facing
applications where texture and colour are critical, we recommend the use
of our Fairtex Dense concrete blocks.

Fairtex Dense concrete blocks have a close
textured finish suitable for use in either
paint-grade or fair-faced unfinished internal
applications. Fairtex blocks are not suitable
for unfinished external applications. Fairtex
precise texture and shade will vary
between manufacturing locations and we recommend sourcing blocks
from one location only for each project to avoid a mixture of block
shades. We recommend that sample panels are erected prior to
commencement of build in order to assess appearance and determine
the type and quality of mortar tooling. During the build phase select
blocks from more than one pack at a time to reduce the risk of
patchiness and colour banding in the finished wall.
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